


Chaconnes and Passacailles are genre twins and originated in early seventeenth-century Spain.

The distinctions between them are subtle. They both are triple meter, use the familiar form of

theme and variations and often involve a short repetitive bass-line which itself may be varied.

  

This CD is a selection of transcriptions of five Baroque German composers: two wonderful chaconnes

for lute by Weiss, one rare Passacaille for the lute by Kellner, the famous Pasacaille for harpsichord

by HaËndel, and the mystical Passacaille for violin by Biber which certainly inspired the Chaconne
for violin by J.S. Bach.

Born in Marseille (France) and a numerous competition laureate (Alessandria, Savona, GFA), GaËlle has
studied primarily with RenÉ Bartoli, Alberto Ponce, Roland Dyens, Oscar Ghiglia, and Alvaro Pierri.
In demand as both performer and teacher, she has performed in more than 35 countries.

. 

"A perfect technique, a powerful and deep sound and a great intelligence in her musical analysis,
her interpretations are models of clarity as well as vigor and finesse"  - Ouest France
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A huge thank you to the persons who made the birth of this cd possible: AdriÁn, my family, P12 crew,
Dan & team and Ken.

 

For more details on each track: www.gaelle-solal.com





GAELLE SOLAL | guitar
1 . Silvius Leopold Weiss (1687-1750) - Ciaccona, suite VIII (transc. R. Chiesa)

2 . Silvius Leopold Weiss (1687-1750) - Ciaccona, Suite X (transc. R. Chiesa)

3 . David Kellner (1670-1748) - Chaconne in A (transc. G. Solal)

4 . Georg Friedrich Haendel (1685-1759) - Passacaille, Suite no. 7 HWV 432 (transc. D. Russell)

5 . Heinrich Ignaz Von Biber (1644-1704) - Passacaille, Sonates du rosaire (transc. G. Solal)

6 . Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750) - Ciaconna, Partita no. 2 BWV 1004 (transc. G. Solal)
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